
FusionFox Global Talent 360 Cloud 
TALENT ACQUISITION

Talent hiring teams today are faced with the challenge to hire the best 
talent in highly competitive job market. Hiring better employees can create 
long-term competitive advantages that lead to increased customer 
satisfaction and revenue growth. The ability to identify the most talented 
candidates quickly and effectively is critical to enhancing the recruiting 
process, reducing overall hiring costs and improving organizational 
performance and success.


FusionFox Talent Acquisition Management integrates hiring process with 
business so that they can create job requirement plans for their respective 
departments, projects or operating units. Powerful workflow engine to 
manage approvals on job requirement plans and once it gets approved 
then the plans or request is redirected to the hiring manager responsible 
to manage recruitment for the given job profile or position. Comprehensive 
job profile setup will capture all the requirements including competencies, 
functional experience, qualifications and compliance along with pre-
screening questionnaire.


Comprehensive Job profile setup


Include multiple job profiles in single Job requisition


Integrated with Resource Requirement Planning 

Predictive Talent demand planning


Posting on Internal Job board 

Dynamic Vacancy Site for External Applicants 

Post Jobs on Social Networks and Public Job portals 

Channel wise Response Analysis 

Recruit through staffing Agents and Manage Referral


Powerful Applicant Database and Flexible Search  

Online Appointments and Job offers Management 


Pre-Screening Criteria Setup and Assessments


Interview Scheduling and Feedback Management


Applicant Profile review and Shortlisting


Recruiter Calendar and Gantt Charts


Powerful Data Analytics and On Demand Reporting 

Hiring Efficiency and Performance Dashboard


Integrated on Advanced Onboarding to cover 360 


KEY FEATURES
Requisition Management and Approval 

Job Profile with functional experience, competencies requirements 
along with evaluation criteria and job requirements gets populated 
automatically for effortless new requisition creation. Requisitions are 
routed for approval based on workflow process with pre-defined routing 
lists. Customizable workflow approval process enabling the recruiting 
teams to move along more quickly and efficiently.

Manage Appointments Online 

Job offers are sent to the candidates online using a link sent through an 
email. Candidates then can view the terms of engagement, 
compensation offered and other entitlements. Job offers can be 
accepted or rejected by candidates online.

Post Jobs anywhere using unique vacancy sites 

It creates a dynamic site for each job posted and this unique vacancy site 
link can be further posted anywhere including social networking and 
public job portals to expedite hiring process. Candidates can view job 
requirements, evaluation criteria, Job responsibilities and pre requisites 
before they apply for the job online.

Rating and weight based Selection Process 

Interviewer can provide feedback on candidates based on the 
evaluation criteria define that can include competency, functional 
experience and qualification. System can help in selection process by 
comparing  score and strengths



Multi Lingual 

All the applications in FusionFox are Multi lingual and user can set lingual 
preferences in user profile to access application in the preferred language. 
One can also select language in the application login page and access 
application in that language. Global organizations need flexibility as different 
country employees may use the same application in the local language.

Data Privacy and Security 

FusionFox supports SSO (single sign-on) and two step authentication. It 
is also addressing data privacy laws and compliance with recent GDPR 
guidelines. This allows employees to decide what personal information 
they wish to share or withdraw from the employee database maintained 
by the organizations they are employed with.

On Amazon (AWS) Cloud 

This is available on Amazon cloud but can also be deployed on any other 
public or private cloud. FusionFox use service oriented architecture that 
makes it easy ti integrate with any other systems using our build-in APIs 
or custom web services.

Product Site link         https://www.fusionfox.info/talent-acquisition


Screen Story:              https://www.fusionfox.info/acquisition-ss


Video Demo:               https://www.fusionfox.info/acquisition-video


Contact Email             talent360@fusionfox.info

Job Requisition 
and Hiring Plan

Improve Time to Hire, 
Monitor Attrition Rate and 
better hiring process
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